
Post-Plating Treatments93'96

Where the corrosion resistance of a coating depends upon its passivity, it is
common to follow plating with a conversion coating process to strengthen
the passive film. Zinc, cadmium and tin in particular are treated with chro-
mate solutions which thicken their protective oxides and also incorporate in
it complex chromates (see Section 15.3). There are many proprietary pro-
cesses, especially for zinc and cadmium. Simple immersion processes are
used for all three coatings, while electrolytic passivation is used on tinplate
lines. Chromate immersion processes are known to benefit copper, brass and
silver electrodeposits, and electrolytic chrornate treatments improve the per-
formance of nickel and chromium coatings, but they are not used to the
extent common for the three first named.

The tin coatings as deposited in tinplate manufacture are not bright. Until
comparatively recently bright tin electrodeposition was not practised com-
mercially, there being no reliable addition agents. To produce bright tin on
tinplate and other products, the process of flow melting or flow brightening
is used; tinplate is heated by induction or resistance, and plated articles by
immersion in hot oil to melt the tin, which flows under surface tension to
develop a bright surface. While the tin is molten it reacts to form an alloy
layer with the substrate. The alloy layer alters the corrosion behaviour.

Other electroplated articles are heated after plating to expel hydrogen
which has entered the substrate during cleaning, pickling and plating, and
which embrittles some metals, mainly high-strength steels. Generally speak-
ing alteration of the deposit structure and properties is not desired. Another
use of post-plating heat treatment is to improve adhesion, as already men-
tioned (p. 12:26).

Mechanical polishing, formerly the principal means of producing bright
coatings, has become less important with the extension of the use of
brightening addition agents. Mechanical polishing reduces the thickness of
a coating, and may cut through to the substrate. As corrosion resistance is
related to thickness, mechanical polishing can be detrimental. It may also
increase porosity.

Properties of Electrodeposits

Thickness91

Coating thickness is one of the most important quantities connected with
corrosion resistance, and its measurement and control is a feature common
to all electroplating operations and in all quality specifications. In some
cases coating thickness has functional importance, e.g. where there are
fitting tolerances, as with screw threads. In most cases however it is the con-
nection with corrosion resistance that makes thickness important. Where
the coating is anodic to an area of substrate exposed at a discontinuity the
coating is slowly consumed by corrosion, but the criterion of failure is the
appearance of substrate corrosion product. This does not form until almost
all the coating is consumed. Coatings which are cathodic to the substrate
must have no discontinuities if substrate corrosion is to be suppressed.



The criterion of failure is usually the same. Freedom from discontinuity
is also related to thickness. Discontinuities have three origins: spontaneous
cracking to relieve internal stress, pores formed during the growth of the
coating (see p. 12:41), and abrasion and wear. The last two causes, i.e.
porosity and wear, both exhibit diminishing incidences as thickness rises.
Apart from the peculiar case of electrodeposited chromium, internal stress
cracking is a sign of incorrect plating conditions. Broadly speaking, thick-
ness and corrosion resistance increase together. The thickness of an electro-
plated coating is never uniform. On the significant area (i.e. that on which
corrosion resistance and other special properties are important) of a plated
surface there are two important thicknesses, i.e. (a) average thickness, which
determines the production rate and plating costs; and (b) minimum local
thickness, which, as the weakest link in the chain, determines the corrosion
resistance. The ideal is to make these equal; the larger the difference the
greater the waste of metal. The difference can be reduced by special pro-
cedures, but at a cost.

When the cathode is being plated, the electrical field is not uniform. Both
electrodes are equipotential surfaces, so that prominent parts of the cathode,
e.g. corners, edges, protuberances, etc. which are relatively nearer the anode
are plated at a higher average current density, resulting in a thicker coating.
Recesses and more distant parts are more thinly plated. The distribution of
thickness tends to be the reverse of that found with paints, hot-dipped and
other coatings which are applied as liquids. Liquid-applied coatings are thin
on sharp edges, and thick in recesses because of the effects of surface tension
and radii of curvature.

The numerous factors which contribute to the thickness distribution can
be divided into two groups, i.e. (a) those connected with the nature of the
plating bath (see below) and (b) those to do with the geometry of current
paths in the bath, including the shapes of the electrodes.

Throwing Power9*105

In a given plating cell, thickness distribution is found to vary with bath com-
position, current density, temperature and agitation. It is common to speak
of the throwing power of a plating bath. The throwing power of chromic
acid baths is poor, i.e. there is a relatively large difference between maximum
and minimum local thickness; conversely, the throwing power of alkaline
stannate baths is good, i.e. there is much less difference in the local thick-
nesses. Strictly speaking the bath composition should be qualified by the
conditions of use, as they affect throwing power. Otherwise, the usual con-
ditions are implied. A numerical throwing index can be calculated from the
performance of a plating bath in a cell of standard geometry. Two widely
used cells are (a) the Haring-Blum cell and (b) the Hull cell (Fig. 12.11).
The Haring-Blum cell was devised for throwing index measurement; the
Hull cell is used mainly to study the effects of varying bath composition.

The Haring-Blum cathode is divided into two equal plane areas, distant
^1 and £2 from a common anode, and a quantity called the primary current
density ratio P is defined as

P = I2H1



Fig. 12.11 (a) Haring-Blum cell for throwing index measurement, in elevation and (b) Hull cell
(plan view) which can also be used for measuring throwing indices

This is the ratio in which the current would divide, if electrolytic resistance
were to control its flow entirely. The metal distribution ratio M is the ratio
of the thicknesses of the coating actually deposited during a measurement.
There are several numerical scales of throwing index T9 but Field's is widely
adopted:

T=mpT*rr2% (12-!1)

On this scale, zero represents the case when M = P, and electrolyte
resistance is the main factor. Throwing power can be worse, down to a limit
T=- 100% when M = oo, i.e. no deposit at all on the far cathode. Con-
versely, when Af < P9 T is positive. Were M to reach 1-0 despite the
difference in position, T = + 100%. At one time + 100% was regarded as
an unrealisable limit, but conditions have been found for which T = + 150%
in a Haring-Blum cell.

The Hull cell cathode has a continuous variation of current density along
its length, and there are equations which give the primary current density at
any point not too near the end. If the local thickness is measured at two
points for which P is known, Tcan be calculated. The real current distribu-
tion is a function of cathode and anode polarisation as well as of the
resistance of the electrolyte. The metal distribution ratio will be

( K - A E 1 ) I 2 C j
M=(K^)^ (12'12)

where V = cell potential difference between anode and cathode,
AE = total potential difference caused by polarisation (anode and

cathode) on the cathode area indicated by the subscript and
e = cathode efficiency as indicated by the subscript.

As AE will be a function of current density, Twill be a function of electrode
area, and comparisons should therefore be made with cells of standard size.
Equation 12.12 shows that high throwing indices will result when polarisation
rises steeply with current (AE1 » AE2) and cathode efficiency falls steeply
(C2 » C1). The primary current ratio, P = f 2 / f , , affects the result because



by altering the currents the polarisation terms are altered. For example,
with an acid copper bath in a Haring-Blum cell, 194 A/m2 average c.d.:

P= 2 5 11 23
r% = + 7 +11 + 22 +41

An increase in conductivity usually increases T because it increases the
proportion of polarisation in the total cell potential difference and lowers the
ratio ( V — AE1)/( V — AE2). Changing the conductivity of an acid copper
bath with sulphuric acid produced the following result (291 A/m2 average
c.d., P =5) :

Conductivity (S/cm) 0-08 0-15 0-26 0-30
7(%) +5 +11 +13 +27

where S is the SI unit of conductance (Siemens).
Many baths in which metal is reduced from complex anions (e.g. cyanide

baths, stannate baths) give high throwing indices because both polarisation
and cathode efficiency variation favour a low value of M. The cathode
efficiency for a typical copper cyanide bath (4O0C) was:

Current density (A/m2) 32 65 129 258 388
Cathode efficiency 76 68 56 34 21

The throwing index for the cyanide bath is usually about + 40% and rises
as the cell current is increased to as high as +85%. Aquocation baths give
values near T=O, though conditions may be selected which give much
higher figures if there is a steeply rising section of the polarisation curve.
Chromium plating baths invariably have large negative throwing indices,
despite deposition from a complex ion. The cause is the anomalous rising
trend of cathode efficiency with current density and the existence of a
minimum current density below which the efficiency is zero. A typical bath
(400g/1 CrO3, 4g/l H2SO4, 380C) gave:

Cathode current density (A/m2) 199 253 384 763 1785 5130 30800
Cathode efficiency (%) O 5-9 11-9 13-9 18-8 22-7 24-4

If the current density on the far cathode in a Haring-Blum cell was 199
A/m2 or less, T= -100%.

Throwing indices measured in a Hull cell differ from those in a Haring-
Blum cell because of the differences in geometry. In a Hull cell several pairs
of points can be found which have the same primary current ratio, but for
which M and hence T are found to vary because of polarisation changes.

Current Path Geometry106110

The polarisation and cathode efficiency terms in equation 12.12 cannot be
altered in practice to improve thickness distribution, as they tend to be
decided by overriding considerations. It is usual to accept the distribution
obtained without special precautions as being the best commercial solution,
although the average thickness needed to achieve the necessary minimum



local thickness may be high. Where this approach does not serve there are
a number of methods of altering the term £2/^i in equation 12.12:

(a) By using shaped (conforming) anodes, additional (auxiliary) anodes
or 'bipolar' anodes to bring anode areas nearer to cathode recesses.
Insoluble anodes are better where they are applicable as, once made,
they do not alter shape during use.

(b) By using non-conducting shields of plastic or glass to equalise the
current path lengths.

(c) By placing auxiliary cathodes ('robbers' or 'thieves') near high-current-
density points to divert deposition. This does not save metal, but has
the merit that auxiliary cathodes can be incorporated into jigs for long
runs in automatic plating machines. Auxiliary cathodes are used in
heavy chromium deposition where metal waste is secondary to the cost
of removing excess chromium when grinding to precise dimensions.
Where a number of small parts are plated together on a jig, it is usually
possible to dispose them so that they serve as 'robbers' for each
other.

(d) By attention to certain 'rules' when designing articles which will be
finished by electroplating. Many external contours are chosen for
reasons of style. It helps to avoid features like sharp recesses, which
are bound to cause trouble. A simple rule is the '1 in ball test' or
perhaps the '25 mm ball test': if there is any part of a surface which
a ball of this diameter cannot touch when rolled over it, there will be
difficulties. There are other design aspects, covered in specialist
publications, attention to which improves the corrosion resistance
which can be imparted by plating (see also Section 11.4).

Structure-dependent Propertiesl"~116

Composition of the electrodeposit Attention has been drawn to the
dependence of structure on both substrate and plating conditions, and the
transition in properties which occurs across the section of a deposit. Most
commercial electrodeposits have a high purity, yet in a sense impurities are
vital to their successful application. Alloy electrodeposition possesses a
literature whose bulk attests the subject's fascination for research (which
the author shares), but is out of proportion to the extremely limited commer-
cial applications. Alloys in general metallurgical practice provide a variety
of mechanical properties; in electroplating the range of properties desired is
narrower, and it can generally be achieved by altering the structure of a
single metal deposit through changes in the plating bath composition or
plating conditions. The microstructure of an electrodeposit can be altered
much more than that of a cast and worked metal. This is because the deposit
forms well below its melting point, where crystallisation processes are
hindered by the virtual absence of solid-state diffusion. Consequently, very
small amounts of 'impurity' absorbed at important growth sites on the sur-
face cause large changes in the structure of what is, chemically, almost pure
metal. The structure is metastable, but permanent as long as the electro-
deposit is not heated. A variety of mechanical and physical properties are a



reflection of the structure: hardness, ductility, tensile strength, internal
stress, electrical and thermal conductivity, etc. As the structure of an electro-
deposited metal is altered by changing the plating conditions, the mechanical
and physical properties also alter. A plot of structure-dependent properties
against the plating variable usually shows the various properties moving in
parallel or inverse motion, and over ranges not accessible in cast and worked
metal of the same composition. However, if electrodeposits are heated to
temperatures where moderate mobility of the atoms is possible, their proper-
ties rapidly revert to 'normal'. The corrosion resistance of electrodeposits
depends much more on chemical composition rather than on structure, so
that the corrosion resistance of a particular metal is retained for a wide range
of mechanical and physical properties.

The 'impurities' responsible for modifying the structure may originate
from: water (dispersed oxides); adsorbing ions, especially cyanides; organic
addition agents parts of which are incorporated; or ions of a second metal
which are co-deposited. Some regard deposits in which the impurity is a
small amount of a second metal as an alloy, but generally they have the same
sort of metastable structures as are obtained with non-metallic impurities,
rather than those of stable alloys of the same composition. The 'alloying'
metal serves to cause and perpetuate a non-equilibrium structure whose real
basis is the low temperature of the electrocrystallisation process. Generally,
the corrosion properties of the various different structures of a given metal
are much the same, with the notable exception of nickel containing sulphur
from addition agents, which has already been mentioned.

Internal Stress11M2°

Electrodeposits are usually in a state of internal stress. Two types of stress
are recognised. First order, or macro-stress, is manifest when the deposit as
a whole would, when released from the substrate, either contract (tensile
stress) or expand (compressive stress) (Fig. 12.12). Second order or micro-
stress, occurs when individual grains or localities in the metal are stressed,
but the signs and directions of the micro-stresses cancel on the larger scale.
The effects of first order stress are easily observed by a variety of techniques.

Second-order stress is difficult to observe and much less extensively
studied. The causes of internal stress are still a matter for investigation.
There are broad generalisations, e.g. 'frozen-in excess surface energy' and 'a
combination of edge dislocations of similar orientation', and more detailed
mechanisms advanced to explain specific examples.

Tensile first-order stress is a corrosion hazard in coatings cathodic to the
substrate. Compressive stress is not usually troublesome, nor is stress of
either sign in anodic coatings. Less can be said about high second-order
stress, though it may well cause brittleness. If tensile stress is large enough,
the coating cracks and a cathodic coating will fail to protect, as illustrated
in Fig. 12.13. Tensile stress below the level needed for spontaneous cracking
lowers the fatigue limit of a substrate. Tensile stress can in several cases be
reduced to safe values by fairly minor changes in microstructure and plating
conditions, insufficient to upset other desirable properties. Saccharin is an
addition agent for reducing stress in nickel; additions of ammonium chloride



Fig. 12.12 An electrodeposit showing unusually high compressive stress. A 150 X 150mm
copper sheet was insulated with lacquer on one side and electroplated with Sn-35 Ni alloy. The
high compressive stress has caused the sheet, originally flat, to coil in the manner shown, with

the electrodeposit outside

reduce stress in tin-nickel alloy, and small changes in bath temperature and
CrO3: H2SO4 ratio reduce stress in chromium.

The effects of tensile stress in the various layers of nickel plus chromimn
coatings are complex, and internal stress in both chromium and nickel (post-
nickel strike or PNS) layers can be harnessed to produce beneficial cracking
('microcracking').

Ductility, Hardness, Wear, Strength™12*

The mechanical properties reflect very closely the structures of electro-
deposits. The softest, most ductile, weakest form of a particular metal is that
with a large crystal size, deposited with minimum polarisation from baths
which have no addition agents. This is the type of deposit in which pseudo-
morphism is strongest. In terms of the accepted deposition mechanism, there
is the least inhibition of adion mobility as the deposit grows, and least inhibi-
tion of those sites at which equilibrium growth would occur. This elec-
trodeposit has properties the nearest to those for the annealed metal, but
even so tends to be somewhat harder. Because of pseudomorphism the pro-
perties near the substrate interface may be greatly modified if the latter has
a metastable structure, especially one with very small grains produced by
mechanical working. The deposit in turn becomes 'work hardened' by
pseudomorphic growth.

When electrodeposition is inhibited the metal becomes harder, less ductile
and increases in tensile strength. Metals deposited from acidic solutions of



Fig. 12.13 Cracking in a cathodic coating due to tensile stress which exceeds the coating's strength, leading to loss of protection. All 5 /^m coatings of tin-nickel
on steel with internal stresses. From left to right: EAG 50, 134 N/mm2 tensile; EAG 4, 86 N/mm2 tensile; EAG 31, 57 N/mm2 tensile; EAG 16, 127 N/mm2

compressive



aquocations become harder when the pH is raised to near the value at which
the hydroxide precipitates. Co-deposited oxide acts as an addition agent,
giving small grained, hard deposits. Hard nickel is produced for engineering
surfacing from high pH baths. Many metals can be electrodeposited in
extremely hard forms from inhibited baths, but they tend to become brittle,
with high internal stress, so that the true tensile strength is hard to establish.
Ductility necessarily falls as hardness rises, and coatings become more
susceptible to damage by impact, reducing their protective value if they are
cathodic to the substrate. Some applications of electroplating depend on the
production of unusually hard and wear-resistant forms of corrosion-
resistant metals. Thick coatings of chromium and nickel are applied to
numerous steel parts to combine wear resistance with corrosion resistance.
Thick or engineering chromium electrodeposits crack repeatedly during
deposition, but the cracks are subsequently sealed and none should traverse
the entire coating. Thick chromium coatings have practically no ductility,
and because of their defective structure they have a low effective strength.
They serve best on stiff substrates.

Gold coatings on separable electric contacts and slip rings make use of the
high hardness possible with electrodeposition to resist wear. Rhodium is
another metal which can be exceptionally hard. Thick coatings have a
cracked-sealed structure similar to that of chromium.

lnterdiffusion with the Substrate125126

A thin metal coating on a metal substrate is not a stable entity; greater
stability would be attained if the coating were to diffuse evenly throughout
the substrate. Fortunately, at ambient temperatures most of the usual com-
binations interdiffuse so slowly as to present no practical problem. At high
temperatures however, many coatings diffuse quickly. Diffusion in a few
systems at moderate temperatures causes corrosion problems. Difficulties
can occur with tin, which, with its low melting point of 2310C, is relatively
'hot' at room temperature. On copper and copper-alloy substrates diffusion
transforms the tin into the intermetallic phases Cu6Sn5 and Cu3Sn. At
10O0C the transformation is accelerated, and 5 fim of tin may become wholly
alloyed within a year. The alloy coating may pass as tin having a silvery
colour, but it is much harder and has a very stable passivity. One use of tin
on copper is to facilitate easy joining by soldering, but the alloy has a high
melting point and is not easily wet by solder. Thin 'tin' coatings on copper
which have become wholly alloyed in storage are difficult to solder.
Sometimes extremely thin coatings (0-25/xm) used purely for solderability
become wholly alloyed in a few weeks. Parts should not be stored too long,
and very thin coatings are a false economy (Section 9.5).

Tin will protect copper from corrosion by neutral water. Pure tin is anodic
to copper, and protects discontinuities by sacrificial corrosion. Both
intermetallic phases are strongly cathodic to copper, and corrosion is stimu-
lated at gaps in wholly alloyed coatings. An adequate thickness of tin is
needed for long service, e.g. 25-50 /mi. Another diffusion problem occurs
with tin-plated brass. Zinc passes very quickly to the tin surface, where
under conditions of damp storage zinc corrosion products produce a film



which greatly impairs solderability. An underplate of copper, or better still
nickel, usually cures this trouble.

A similar problem, i.e. diffusion of the substrate through the coating to
corrode at the surface, arises with gold-plated copper. Many gold coatings
are used to ensure a low electric contact in electrical connectors. Gold is
pre-eminent because of the absence of stable-corrosion-product films under
most service conditions, but it is expensive, so coatings are kept as thin as
possible. Electronic devices may operate at fairly high temperatures
(100-15O0C), and significant amounts of copper may diffuse through the
coating to produce a film of oxide on the surface, nullifying the contact value
of the gold. Nickel underplate mitigates this trouble (though increasing
plating difficulties). To reduce costs, attempts have been made to dilute gold
with cheaper metals, while retaining gold-like corrosion properties. Cad-
mium has been used as a diluent, but while quite high cadmium-golds are
gold-like at 250C, at higher temperatures cadmium oxidises at the surface.
Pure gold is preferred for high-temperature contacts.

Porosity121139

In the very earliest stages of electroplating the substrate carries disconti-
nuous areas of deposit growing around nuclei. Lateral growth causes the
great majority of growing edges to coalesce with sufficient perfection to be
impervious to corrosive gases and liquids. On normal metallic substrates a
few edges do not grow together, and a gap remains in the coating. As the
coating thickens the gap is propagated as a channel through the coating, to
form a pore. Under the conditions chosen for practical electroplating, pores
diminish in cross section as deposition continues, and pore density (pores per
unit area) falls as thickness increases. The corrosion which occurs when
pores allow liquid and gaseous corrosive agents to reach the substrate varies
in importance according to the relation between the corrosion potentials of
deposit and substrate, the corrosive environment and the function of the
coating.

If the environment favours wet corrosion processes, relative polarity is the
main consideration. If the coating is anodic, porosity is seldom of any
serious consequence. The cathode is the very small area of substrate exposed
at the base of the pore, and the restricted channel limits the diffusion of
react ant s and products. The large anode area provided by the coating
reduces the bimetallic corrosion current density thereon. Two important
examples of this type are zinc coatings on steel in cold waters or the atmos-
phere and tin coatings on steel on the inside (but not the outside) of a sealed,
air-free can of wet food. In the first case oxygen is the cathodic reactant; in
the second it is hydrogen ions (or water). Where the coating is cathodic,
porosity enables the exposed substrate to corrode. In most cases this is
detrimental; the exception is found in some multi-layer nickel plus chro-
mium coatings where certain forms of porosity in the chromium layer are
harnessed to divert the direction of corrosion to the overall benefit of coating
life. In other cases corrosion at pores causes trouble. In wet atmospheric
corrosion, substrate corrosion product, if coloured and insoluble, spoils
decorative appearance. In immersed conditions or condensing atmospheres,



if the corrosion product is soluble intense pore corrosion will perforate sheet
metals. Here a porous coating may accelerate corrosion when compared with
the uncoated substrate.

Porosity causes little trouble when corrosion is restricted to dry processes
(oxidation). Corrosion products block the pores and stifle the reaction.

There was much research into the causes of porosity in nickel deposits
when it was thought to be the main cause of failure in nickel and chromium
plate. Much was discounted as it became clear that nickel pitting at discon-
tinuities in the chromium was the factor determining service life. Porosity
remains relevant to the corrosion resistance of simpler cathodic coatings,
and especially for gold. The use of gold for contact surfacing since about
1950 has revived the importance of studies of porosity. Pores in gold
coatings allow films of substrate corrosion product to contaminate the sur-
face and to destroy the low contact resistance of the gold. Sulphides, which
are one of the products of corrosion by service atmospheres, have a par-
ticularly high rate of spreading over gold in the solid state (Fig. 12.14).

Pores originate on substrate areas known as precursors, which are of at
least three types. Firstly, an obvious cause is an inclusion of foreign material
which is a semiconductor or insulator —particles of oxide, sulphide, slag,
polishing abrasive, etc. When electrodeposition starts, inclusions will not be
nucleation sites, and they will impede the lateral growth and coalescence of
crystals from neighbouring nuclei. Secondly, substrates whose surface grain
structure has been severely disturbed by cold working (abrasion, cold rolling,
drawing, etc.) have precursors whose physical state (rather than chemical
difference as in the first type) precludes coalescence of the electrodeposit.
This is probably an effect of pseudomorphic growth. Relatively low-tem-
perature annealing (as low as 21O0C for steel) greatly reduces the effect, and
further cold work increases it again (Fig. 12.15). The third type of precursor

Fig. 12.14 Spread of silver sulphide from discontinuities in gold electrodeposits on silver
substrates. The gold was deliberately scratched and the specimen exposed for 24 h to an
atmosphere containing 10% SO2. Immediately after this the sulphide stain extended 0-2 mm.
Five years later, the stain extends to about 13 mm, after storage in a normal indoors atmosphere



Fig. 12.15 Porosity caused by a cold-worked substrate. Left (EQE 76) cold-rolled steel as
received; centre (EDE 52) steel bright-annealed in vacuum before plating, 2 • 5 h at 70O0C; right,
annealed steel, further cold-rolled (0-914 mm to 0-864 mm) produces porosity again. No steel

was removed from the surface; 5 /im tin-nickel electrodeposit

is a crevice in the substrate. If the depth is great relative to the width, the elec-
tric field is excluded and deposition does not occur within the crevice. Lateral
growth is impeded once the edges from neighbouring nuclei reach it in much
the same way as with a non-conducting inclusion. A pore caused by any type
of precursor in one electrodeposit becomes in turn a precursor for a second
deposit plated over it. There may be other forms of precursor.

In a particular area of substrate there will be a number of precursors,
distributed over a range of sizes, and reflecting the nature, composition and

Fig. 12.16 Increase in porosity of an electrodeposit caused by mechanical polishing. Left,
7-5/im unpolished coating; right, polished with lime finishing compound. The average

thickness removed by abrasian was O-1 pm



history of the metal. In principle anything affecting the substrate surface will
affect porosity in an electroplated coating.

As deposition continues growth gradually diminishes the surface opening
of a pore, and if continued to a sufficient thickness, closes it, leaving a sealed
cavity filled with solution. Small precursors will generate pores which seal
relatively early, large ones will require greater thicknesses. The total pore
density revealed by a test which renders pore sites visible falls as thickness
increases. The minimum thickness required to seal a precursor of fixed size
will depend on the rate of narrowing of the surface opening, and, as a growth
process this will reflect the plating conditions. Because of this, the density of
pores still open at a fixed thickness is a function of all the plating conditions,
i.e. of the composition of the plating bath, of temperature, current density,
agitation and anything affecting deposit growth.

Post-plating treatments affect pore density, either by closing pores which
are still open or opening sealed ones. It has been asserted that mechanical
polishing in general, or flow-melting for tin, are both processes which could
seal pores and reduce porosity. It is also conceivable that polishing might
cut-open sealed pores, and likewise under flow-melting conditions the
vaporisation of solution trapped in sealed pores could disrupt the coating
and recreate discontinuities. The author has come across no convincing
demonstration of porosity reduction by either treatment, but has found
experimental evidence for porosity increases (Fig. 12.16).

Recent Developments

Although the basic principles of electroplating remain unchanged, the extent
of development and variety of application have widened substantially140. In
this section some notable developments will be cited.

The development of new solutions and processes continues unabated,
driven as ever by commercial and proprietorial needs as well as pressure
from pollution and effluent control demands and simply for the need to
supersede some less-than-satisfactory solutions. Non-cyanide solutions are
continually being sought for metals such as gold, copper, cadmium and zinc,
but cyanide remains pre-eminent as the most effective and best understood
complexant available and few competitors have been discovered. The other
ecological bete-noire is hexavalent chromium, and several commercial bodies
offer non-toxic trivalent chromium plating solutions, both aqueous and
organic based although only the former is believed to be industrially viable.
The solutions are based upon chromic sulphate or chloride salts, a com-
plexant such as hypophosphite, glycollate, thiocyanate etc. and a depolaris-
ing anode reactant which could include ammonium ions or a separated
anode compartment. The cathode efficiency is still below 50% and only thin
coatings can be reproducibly produced (10 ̂ m max.), but pollution dif-
ficulties are largely eliminated. This has proved to be a difficult area, but the
number of successes is expected to increase141"144.

A separate problem is the establishment of a good process for electro-
plating aluminium which must necessarily be based upon a non-aqueous
electrolyte. This field is a history of many discoveries, but few developed
processes have been claimed, although recent work suggests that at least



two good possibilities exist which may make inroads in the electronics field
rather than in the other important area of wide steel strip aluminising145"146.

In his classic treatise, Brenner2 reported that over 500 alloy electro-
deposition systems had then been studied in depth—that number has now
been substantially increased —yet barely 10 to 20 have any real degree of
industrial exploitation. The list continues to grow and the present type of
work on alloys can be divided into three classes:

1. The development of new alloys in new fields; for example the develop-
ment of molybdenum and tungsten with iron, cobalt or nickel for
coating of dies and nozzles, or the development of palladium-nickel
alloy as an alternative to gold for connectors.

2. The development of new alloys as a means of modifying existing
electrodeposits; for example the production of hard gold by alloy co-
deposition of copper, cadmium etc. to yield 23 or 18 carat alloys, or
the use of zinc alloys for improved electrogalvanised coatings.

3. The development of new solutions for established alloys; for example
the replacement of fluoborate for lead-zinc brasses.

With industry proving to be so conservative about binary alloys it is
hardly surprising that ternary alloys receive little attention. Nevertheless,
two ternary alloys at least have become commercially available: iron-
chromium-nickel (so-called stainless steel) for both functional and domestic
markets and an electronic connector and solderable alloy based on copper-
zinc-tin.

The field of composite materials has been the major growth area of
materials engineering in the last twenty years, based mainly on ceramic and
polymer materials. While electroplated (and electroless) composites show
more modest growth this is attributable to the necessary limitation of metal
matrices. Thus the principle is to take a well-established metal deposition
process (gold, cobalt, copper, nickel, tin) and to induce co-deposition of
second-phase particles, thereby enhancing coating properties such as hard-
ness, wear and oxidation resistance. The key to successful co-deposition is
having particles of appropriate size and density, typically 0.1-10/xm size,
suitably suspended in solution by a non-swirling agitation technique, co-
deposition occurring by physical entrapment or electrophoretic attraction.
Such particles include oxides (e.g. Al2O3, TiO2, ZrO2 etc.) or refractory
hard compounds (e.g. Cr7C3, WC, Mo2C etc.), abrasives such as diamond,
lubricants such as MoS2 or graphite and low-friction material such as
p.t.f.e. A substantial literature exists, relating to both process and product
characteristics and reference should be made to two notable reviews147'148.
Several obvious applications have to a large extent been achieved; e.g.
second-phase hardening by Al2O3 of gold without serious loss of electrical
conductivity, high-temperature erosion or wear resistance of nickel or
nickel-cobalt gas turbine or jet engine alloys improved by using carbide
incorporation, and improved surface lubricating of nickel by incorporation
of p.t.f.e. particles.

The use of current or voltage pulsing during electroplating has long been
known to have a beneficial effect on the deposition process rate and on the
deposit itself in terms of grain size variation, internal stress, levelling etc.
Periodic reverse techniques (cycle time of 10-102 s) are widely employed in
electrowinning and electrorefining operations while pulse plating (cycle time



of 10 3 to 1 s), which requires more sophisticated electronics, is now of
considerable interest for metal finishing. The basic theory has been discussed
by IbI149 who has defined the parameters involved. Claims for improved
brightening, levelling and throwing power are of especial interest in elec-
tronics, but are not yet fully substantiated in many instances151.

The cooperation of industrial and engineering designers with the metal
finishers, who are frequently required to perform the near-impossible as a
consequence of poor communication, is notoriously bad largely as a conse-
quence of the nature of sub-contract industrial relationships. To meet this
need an important new standard —BS 4479—has been issued; although it is
ostensibly a revision of the old standard it is in reality a new standard written
essentially as a code of practice. Invaluable advice is given to finishers and
designers alike: the challenge now is to have it widely read and appreciated!

Increasing awareness of the cost-effectiveness of electroplating processes
has led to critical appraisals being made of cell design, not only to improve
the product through improved efficiency and economics of the process itself,
typically through the costs of electricity. Thus the use of more conductive
solutions, combined with minimisation of the anode-cathode spacing can
yield a 40% saving in electrical power. However, not all of this saving is
necessarily desirable if chemical costs thereby increase and the peripheral
cost of solution heating has also to be increased. Similarly, improved agita-
tion and filtration may also be considered for optimisation studies. This
'chemical engineering' approach has found increasing value152'156, not least
in the development of new types of plating cell specifically for metal recovery
from trade effluent, dragouts and rinses157"159. In fact the number of new
designs far outnumbers the number of optimising and independent assess-
ment studies so that it is not possible to name a 'best-buy', and time is needed
for commercial realities to eventually declare a winner, albeit not on entirely
objective terms.

The largest-scale electroplating activities have always been carried out by
the steel industry in an atmosphere largely divorced from traditional metal
finishing. Upwards of 20% of all steel produced may be coated, the products
of relevance to this chapter being tinplate, its alternative for packaging 'tin-
free steel' and zinc electrogalvanised steel in the form of sheet, strip and wire.
During the last twenty years little advance has been made in the electro-
plating stage of tinplate production, the electrolytes and additives have
changed little and the plant design remains essentially the same—marked
changes have occurred in other aspects of tinplate production, however. The
alternative 'tin-free steel' or TFS, has settled into a well-established sector
of the market, largely for lacquered beer and beverage cans and non-critical
container applications such as oil, polish, some paint etc. Its invention is
attributed to Japan in the period 1958-1965 and it has been widely exploited.
The technology is based on that of tinplate as a fast cathodic process
(1-2Os) in a chromic acid-based solutions yielding a coating (<0.1/mi)
consisting of chromium metal and chromium oxide, Cr2O3

160"161. Its virtue
is cost-effectiveness for every specific application, and as such it has
replaced tinplate for 10-40% of the market, depending upon the country
concerned.

By contrast the zinc coating product area is seeing rapid developments
after a relatively static period when hot-dipped and electrogalvanised



products occupied well-defined niches for thick (20-150/xm) and thin
(5-20 fim) coatings, respectively. The driving force can be found in the auto-
motive industry which is looking towards car bodies having 5-10 year war-
ranties for which paint and phosphating treatments on steel sheet are
inadequate. Two separate types of coated product are emerging. Firstly,
electrogalvanising combined with a modified TFS process giving a highly
passivated zinc coating: this is probably the cheapest and easiest option162.
Secondly, alloyed zinc electrogalvanising to give improved sacrificial corro-
sion performance whilst remaining relatively thin (< 15 jun), a requirement
imposed by the body-forming processes. To this end the zinc alloys favoured
are those with nickel, iron, manganese or tin at 0.5-10% levels163. It is too
early to predict which alloy will dominate the field.

D. R. GABE
M. CLARKE
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12.2 Principles of Applying Coatings

by Hot Dipping

General

Dipping of metals into molten lower melting point metals is the oldest,
simplest and generally the cheapest method of forming a surface coating.
The basis metal must withstand the temperature without undesirable changes
in properties. To obtain a coating, the coating metal must wet and alloy with
the substrate (e.g. lead does not wet steel and, hence, does not coat it —but
a small addition of tin permits wetting, alloying and coating). The coating
metal, as well as being of lower melting point, must not be too expensive and
must confer desirable properties; corrosion resistance is the most important,
but often the coated product is required to be formed and must have
reasonable abrasion resistance. Commercial coatings of zinc, aluminium
(and their alloys), and tin and its alloys are most important.

Steel is by far the most important basis metal. Cast irons are also coated
by hot dipping, and some copper is coated with tin or tin alloys. Other hot-
dip coatings are only applied for special purposes.

The dipping processes are of three basic types: (1) continuous lengths of
strip, wire or tube pass through the molten coating metal; (2) semi-
manufactured products such as cut tube lengths or sheets are dipped into the
molten metal in batches in specially designed and automatically operated
plants; and (3) fabricated products are dipped into the molten metal.

The coatings produced are designed to differ because with most semi-
fabricated material, such as sheet, the final coating needs to be formed as
easily as the basis metal, whereas on fabricated products this does not apply
and thicker coatings with better corrosion resistance are provided. The vast
majority of coatings are zinc based— more than twenty times as much zinc
is used for hot-dip coatings as the total of all the other hot-dip metallic
coatings. All three types of process apply for hot-dip zinc (galvanising) and
zinc-5% aluminium coatings (GaIfanising), although for fabricated pro-
ducts the zinc-5% aluminium alloy can be regarded as at industrial develop-
ment stage. Hot-dip aluminium coatings (aluminising), while used in the past
on fabricated products, are expanding now for continuously coated strip
and also for wire. The 55% aluminium-43.5% zinc-1.5% silicon coating
(Galvalume type) is used similarly for continuous coating of strip where the
coating operation can be in a controlled atmosphere. Hot-dip tin coatings on



fabricated products are a significant market because they are non-toxic.
Another important purpose of hot tinning is to facilitate the soldering of
steel, copper, brass and other metals, e.g. copper wire is often tinned. With
continuously coated steel sheet and wire, in addition to thick coatings, a
major product is 'terne' an alloy of lead usually with 2-25% tin.

Principles of the Hot-dipping Operation

Some of the principles of hot dipping are common to galvanising, tinning,
terne coating and aluminising.

Cleaning The surface must be cleaned of oil, grease and other surface con-
taminants and also of scale and oxide using degreasing and/or pickling
treatments as required. The original Sendzimir pretreatment of steel strip by
oxidation followed by reduction at high temperature, or other high tempera-
ture gaseous treatments developed more recently, eliminates the necessity for
these operations and also for fluxing.

Retaining the clean surface until coating takes place and assisting reaction
Keeping the material in a controlled atmosphere is often sufficient, but where
exposure to air occurs (as with most coating of fabricated articles) a flux
coating is usually applied to keep the surface clean and free from oxide. Flux-
ing may be by immersion in an aqueous prefluxing bath followed by drying,
or by passage through molten flux floating on the bath of molten metal, or
both of these. Molten flux attacks the surface, cleaning it and promoting the
wetting of the basis metal by the molten metal into which it is dipped.

Dipping Strip or wire is coated continuously, often at high speeds. The
continuous sheet plants have largely replaced cut sheet plants except in
developing countries. Fabricated articles are dipped in batches mounted on
suitable jigs if small; or singly if large, and the operation may be mechanised.
Small articles and threaded work are dipped in perforated baskets suitable
for subsequent centrifuging. Assuming that the article to be coated has been
properly cleaned and fluxed, the basis metal and the molten coating metal
interact on dipping, producing an alloy layer. If the article is colder on entry
than the melting point of the coating metal, there may be a short
intermediate stage when a solid skin forms around the article. Frequently,
the basis metal (or article) is preheated to avoid this.

For any given pair of metals, the total amount of alloy increases with the
duration of immersion and is also affected by the temperature of the bath.

The amount and nature of the alloy layer may be profoundly affected by
additions to the molten bath, such as silicon to an aluminium bath, or
aluminium to a galvanising bath. A change in the composition of the basis
metal may also have a marked effect, e.g. mild steel containing a little silicon
continues to react with zinc at a steady rate throughout immersion, whereas
with steel without silicon the reaction rate decreases with time. Although the
alloy layer is always referred to as if it were a single layer, it is usually made
up of two or more layers corresponding to known metallurgical phases.
Reaction can continue after the work has left the molten metal bath while
the coating is solidifying and cooling.



After-treatments These include processes intended to produce one or more
of the following results:

(a) Reduction of coating thickness by reducing the amount of molten
metal adhering to the substrate as it leaves the bath. Air or gaseous
blasts or wiping techniques are used for continuous sheet and wire and
for tubes. For fabricated articles this is usually done by centrifuging
while the coating is still molten.

(b) Improvement of the properties or appearance of the coating. Such
treatments include quenching (to avoid unwanted alloy growth),
chromating and phosphating and special treatments of both chemical
and mechanical types for sheet.

(c) Changing the character of the coating—as distinct from the more
superficial treatments listed under (b). Hot-dipped zinc coatings are
sometimes annealed to convert the whole of the coating into alloy as
are aluminium coatings intended for heat resistance.

Design of Articles to be Hot-dip Coated

Co-operation between designer, fabricator and coater is essential if a
satisfactory product is to be obtained. The design of any article required to
be finished should take into account not only the function of the article and
its method of manufacture but also the limitations imposed by the finish.

Galvanised coatings are extensively used to provide long-life protection to
steel articles, such as structural steelwork, and building construction
accessories. The coating thickness obtained in hot-dipping is largely deter-
mined by the steel composition with zinc coatings, but also by the rate of
cooling and drainage of the coating metal from the article. The relatively
thick layer of intermetallic compound produced by dipping steel in molten
zinc is corrosion and abrasion resistant but cannot be produced. The alloy
layer may be made very thin, such that the coating can be produced, by
adding about 0.1-0.3% aluminium to the zinc bath, which is normal practice
in sheet galvanising. Such coatings are only about 20% of the thickness of
coatings on fabricated articles. The zinc coating also provides sacrificial
protection.

Tin, or tin-lead coatings, only provide a corrosion resistant overlay and
the basis metal, such as steel, exposed at pores in the coating is not protected.
The intermetallic layer is not generally a significant proportion of the total
coating thickness in the case of tin and tin-alloy coatings on steel. These
coatings are frequently used to provide an easily solderable surface on
different basis metals and have the virtue that the basis metal has already
been wetted by the tin, or tin-lead, during the dipping process thus forming
a metallurgical bond.

Mechanical assemblies may be made rigid by hot-dip processing since all
crevices should be filled with the coating metal, and this will also provide a
seal where required.

It is essential that the effect of heating of the basis metal during the hot-
dipping process be borne in mind at the design stage, especially with
aluminising when temperatures of about 70O0C are reached and also with



galvanising where temperatures of about 45O0C are used. High temperature
can lead to the relief of any unbalanced stresses in the steel giving rise to
distortion in some instances. A symmetrical design of parts will minimise this
effect. Distortion can also arise where materials of substantially different
thicknesses are used together in a fabrication since these will expand at
different rates when heated. Corrosion fatigue resistance can be improved
and other basis metal properties are little changed by hot dip galvanising.
Changes in basis metal properties are unlikely to occur during hot dipping
in tin or tin-lead, as the process temperature is lower.

Dipping in molten metal can also be extremely hazardous to workers if
there is any danger of molten metal being thrown out of the bath. Molten
metal must be able to enter and drain from fabrications without difficulty
and this may require additional holes for venting and draining. Completely
sealed compartments must not be immersed in molten metal since, if there
is any liquid present, it will vaporise and may generate sufficient pressure to
cause an explosion. Similarly, it is hazardous to immerse wet articles directly
into molten metal because of the risk of spattering. Wet articles should be
immersed through a flux cover on the bath surface.

Zinc and aluminium coatings are applied by hot dipping on steel and cast
iron but there is a significant use of tin and tin-lead alloy coatings on copper-
base materials, as well as on ferrous articles. Galvanised steel can readily be
welded by all the processes used for bare steel but welds on tin-coated steel
may be embrittled. Hydrogen embrittlement is not a problem in hot-dip
galvanising of normal strength steels since hydrogen absorbed by the compo-
nent during pickling is expelled again at the temperature of the bath.
Strain-age embrittlement can occasionally arise when susceptible steel has
been severely cold worked but galvanising usually has little effect on
mechanical properties.

On mating surfaces an allowance should be made for the thickness of the
coating. For flat surfaces 1 mm is generally sufficient and on galvanised nuts
and bolts the recommended practice is to galvanize the bolts full size and the
nuts as blanks which are tapped out up to 0.4 mm oversize after galvanising.

Hot-dip Galvanising of Fabricated Articles

Cleaning and Pickling After any necessary degreasing, the articles are
usually pickled in sulphuric or hydrochloric acid. The choice is generally
made on economic grounds; sulphuric acid costs less but requires heating
whereas hydrochloric acid can be used cold. Hydrochloric acid is usually
used at a strength of about 14% by weight and sulphuric acid at 10-14% and
a temperature of 60-8O0C. Inhibitors are added to the acid so that when
the rust and scale have been removed very little attack occurs on the basis
metal.

Grit blasting may be used, for example, to clean castings which may have
sand on them, to remove welding slag or paint, or to roughen the surface of
the work to cause more vigorous reaction between the zinc and the iron and
thus a thicker coating. After grit blasting, it is desirable to give a quick dip
in dilute hydrochloric acid to remove loose products before fluxing and
galvanising. Castings may alternatively be pickled in hydrofluoric acid or



molten caustic soda, but these methods are not widely used as the chemicals
are extremely hazardous to the operators.

Fluxing There are three fundamental processes used in galvanising of pro-
ducts which are known as the 'old dry', 'dry' and 'wet' methods but these may
be modified or combined in individual cases. In the specialist strip and wire
processes which are briefly described below more fundamental modifications
are adopted.

The 'old dry' process involves pickling in hydrochloric acid and drying the
work so that the pickle salts on the surface act as a flux when the work is dip-
ped in the molten zinc. Otherwise the material, after pickling and rinsing, is
either prefluxed, i.e. immersed in a tank of flux and then passed through a
drying oven before dipping into the zinc (the dry process), or it is moved
direct from the rinsing tank to the galvanising bath which has a 'blanket' of
molten flux floating on the surface of the zinc (the wet process).

For prefluxing, a solution of zinc ammonium chloride (ZnCl2 3NH4Cl)
may be used at a strength of approximately 30% and a temperature up to
8O0C; a wetting agent is generally added. Proprietary fluxes are also
available. There should not be undue delay before dipping in the molten zinc
or the flux coating will become less effective. Drying should not give a surface
temperature in excees of 15O0C or the flux will begin to decompose.

Flux blankets may be made from zinc ammonium chloride or from
ammonium chloride plus frothing agents such as glycerin, tallow or sawdust.
These thicken the blanket and lower the surface temperature thus reducing
the volatilisation losses of ammonium chloride and the amount of fume
which is generated.

Some galvanisers use both a preflux and a flux blanket since this cuts out
the drying operation between prefluxing and galvanising and leads to greater
productivity.

Galvanising When a clean iron or steel article is dipped in molten zinc a
series of iron-zinc alloys is formed by reaction of the zinc with the surface
of the article and, as it is removed from the bath, some of the molten zinc
is taken out on top of the alloys.

At the normal galvanising bath temperature of 445-4650C, the reaction
between iron and zinc is usually parabolic with time, so that the rate of reac-
tion is rapid at first but then slows down.

The conditions which affect the type of reaction are bath temperature and
the composition of iron or steel which is being coated. At 480-52O0C the
reaction between iron and zinc can be linear with time so that the thickness
of the alloy layers will increase in direct proportion to the immersion time
and the reaction will continue to be relatively rapid. With some steels (e.g.
some silicon-killed steels), the reaction can be linear at the normal galvanis-
ing temperature of about 45O0C.

The purity of the zinc used in the galvanising bath is not critical. Grades
which contain just over 1% lead are usually used; indeed, lead is essential
to avoid operational problems. Lead is soluble in molten zinc up to about
1%, but slab zinc containing a higher percentage of lead is helpful as the
excess lead separates and prevents dross from sticking to the bottom of the
bath and thus aids its removal. Aluminium is often deliberately added in
very small quantities (about 0.005%) to brighten the appearance of the work



and give a smoother coating. The virtual absence of aluminium allows
much greater thicknesses of coating to form than in sheet galvanising, the
additional thickness being the iron-zinc alloy layers. Modern steel con-
tinuous casting processes often give residual silicon in the steel (or silicon is
added as an alloying element) and still thicker coatings form. These can be
controlled, e.g. by about 0.06-0.08% nickel in the galvanising bath. While
most galvanising still takes place at 450-46O0C, a high temperature (530-
56O0C) process is used for thin uniform coatings, particularly on threaded
work.

Galvanising baths are generally constructed from special mild steel boiler
plate having very small amounts of trace elements so that they are not rapidly
attacked by molten zinc but they can be made of ceramic materials and
heated from the top or by immersion heaters.

Threaded components and small articles on which excess zinc would
interfere with their intended use, or which would otherwise stick together,
are galvanised in perforated baskets which are transferred to a centrifuge
and spun. This procedure for galvanising small parts is sometimes referred
to as 'spin galvanising'.

Steel tube and pipe are galvanised in plants with modern handling devices
for automatic submersion and magnetic rollers for extraction from the zinc
bath. At this stage, the tubes are passed through a compressed air ring and
the insides are given a blast of high pressure steam to clean the surface and
give a uniform coating. Otherwise, the process is similar to the galvanising
of fabricated articles.

Quenching is essential if the work has been withdrawn through a flux
blanket to avoid staining of the surface by flux residues. It also cools the
work quickly, preventing the alloy layers on reactive steels from continuing
to grow after the work has been removed from the bath, limiting surface
oxidation and enabling articles to be handled more readily. Chromic acids
or chromate salts may be added to the quench water to prevent wet storage
stain (white rust). Chromating is also advantageous for galvanised steel rein-
forcement for concrete. Phosphating of the galvanised surface is a good base
for powder or paint adhesion.

Continuous Zinc and Zinc-alloy Coating

Large tonnages of wire and sheet in coil form are continuously galvanised
on automated lines. In the past twenty years, the greatest developments in
hot dipping relate to techniques and materials used in coating sheet steel with
zinc and zinc alloys.

Surface preparation is now by gaseous treatments in most strip lines and
some wire lines: pickling remains usual for products and tubes which are less
easily passed through sealed chambers containing closely controlled gaseous
mixtures. Originally, oxidation/reduction techniques were used (Sendzimir),
but since the mid-1960s, more intense heating in a slightly reducing atmos-
phere has often replaced the initial oxidation so that less hydrogen is needed
in the reducing stage. A third alternative with limited use is electrolytic
alkaline cleaning (US Steel process) often coupled with annealing. Chemical
cleaning and fluxing (Weirton process) also has limited use.

The sheet is fed into the galvanising bath through a snout which dips below



the surface of the molten zinc and protects the surface of the steel against
re-oxidation; this eliminates the need for fluxing. The strip enters the molten
zinc at a temperature of 470-48O0C and most of the heat required for the
galvanising bath is supplied by the sheet itself.

Hot dipping in a controlled atmosphere gives greater process control by
avoiding surface oxidation which is needed with the zinc alloys containing
high aluminium contents, but experience has shown that sheet can be coated
with zinc-5% aluminium in air. Development of fluxes so that more complex
shapes can be coated with zinc-aluminium alloys in air is in progress; this
will also facilitate processes in which zinc is pumped over the steel instead
of the steel being dipped —at present such processes, which are used for
external coating of small diameter tubes, require the use of an inert
atmosphere.

The continuous coating of steel strip with zinc no longer aims at an attrac-
tive spangled finish as, when painted, the outline of the grain boundaries
remains visible through the paint. No spangle or minimum-spangle allows a
simple paint coating to be applied and to have good specular reflectivity
without the substrate structure being visible. This is achieved by sweeping the
coating before solidification with narrow jets of steam or air stretching the
width of the sheet and by depositing a large number of crystallisation nuclei
on the surface just before solidification; 5 ̂ m zinc dust is widely used for this
purpose. A skin-pass after solidification is an alternative method used for
sheet which is to be continuously painted. Paintability (and weldability) is
also improved by converting the surface to a zinc-iron alloy (galvannealing)
in line.

User demands, particularly from the car industry, have led to develop-
ments in which different thicknesses of coating applied to each side of the
sheet, or one side is completely uncoated. Maximum zinc is needed to com-
bat corrosion by road muck and salt on the inside of the car body sheet which
is not easily cleaned. Corrosion rarely starts from the exterior of the car
which is regularly cleaned and, hence, the low-zinc or no-zinc surface is
preferred as being the best base for a smooth paint finish. One-side coating
techniques include: (1) passing the steel sheet close to the molten zinc surface
and using surface tension effects (meniscus coating) to hold a layer of zinc
in contact with the steel; (2) shielding one side; (3) coating normally and then
electrolytically transferring the zinc from one side to the other.

Steel wire is also galvanised on a continuous basis and the principles of the
Sendzimir sheet galvanising process and later developments have been
applied as an alternative to wet cleaning and pickling. The mechanical
requirements of the coated product may determine both the type of steel used
and the coating process. With certain grades of wire, the required tensile
strength can only be obtained by drawing the wire after it has been coated
and in these cases the coating may be applied by electroplating.

For annealed wire, the strands of wire are first taken through a bath of
molten lead, where the desired softening is achieved and this process also has
a partial cleaning effect. The strands are then pickled, fluxed and galvanised.
An even coating is obtained by wiping the wire after galvanising and this
helps to control the coating thickness which is also affected by the angle of
withdrawal from the galvanising bath. For the heavier coatings, the wires are
drawn through a bed of charcoal and for thinner coatings wiper pads are held
against the wires by various methods.



Hot tinning

Iron and steel

Hot dipped tin coatings, like galvanised coatings, have practical thickness
limits and possess an under-layer of intermetallic compound, usually
described as the alloy layer.

In processing articles, after degreasing in trichloroethylene vapour or elec-
trolytically in a hot alkaline solution, e.g. 25 g/1 trisodium phosphate and
12.5g/l sodium carbonate at 80-9O0C, they are pickled in 50%v/v
hydrochloric acid at ambient temperature or 5-10% v/v sulphuric acid and
rinsed. The surface of cast iron is often contaminated with sand from the
casting process and normal pickling processes cannot deal with this. The
addition of some HF to a sulphuric acid bath helps to remove a siliceous skin.
Making the pickling process more severe or more prolonged often makes
matters worse because the sludge and smut left on the surface by the pickling
action are increased. The simplest cleaning method is by fine grit blasting
after which the iron may be fluxed and tinned directly. Tinning trouble due
to graphite may be overcome by rough mechanical cleaning followed by elec-
trodepositing a thin coating of iron or copper. Alternatively, the graphite
may be removed, either by surface decarburisation (as in malleable cast iron)
or by treatment in molten salt baths, e.g. equal parts of sodium and
potassium nitrates. The nitrate salts are then washed off and the article is
lightly pickled, rinsed and fluxed in the usual way, e.g. by dipping in an
aqueous flux solution containing, for example, 240 g/1 zinc chloride, 60 g/1
sodium chloride, 30 g/1 ammonium chloride and 6-12 ml/1 hydrochloric acid
(sp. gr. 1.14). The articles, wet with flux solution, are lowered carefully into
a bath of molten tin (at about 28O0C) having a layer of fused flux floating
on it and covering about two-thirds of its surface. The flux cover is composed
of a mixture of dry chlorides in the same proportions by weight as in the flux
solution being carried over with the work. Thus, in the example given, finely
ground zinc, sodium and ammonium chlorides are mixed in the proportions
8:2:1 to form the flux blanket.

When the article has attained the temperature of the tinning bath, the flux
cover is drawn to one side of the bath with a paddle and the article is
immediately withdrawn through the flux-free area of the tin surface. The
quality of the coating may be improved by dipping the tinned article into a
second tinning pot in which the tin is covered with a layer of molten grease
such as tallow, and is at a temperature of 240-27O0C.

Small articles may be tinned in batches, on jigs or in baskets, and then
spun in a heated centrifuge to remove excess tin. The brightness of the tin
coating may be preserved by quenching the articles in a layer of paraffin
or white spirit, 50-100 mm thick, floating on water. Small parts can be
separated from one another, before the tin coating solidifies, by allowing
them to fall on to a paddle wheel rotating at 500-1 OOOrev/min.

Hot tinning of individual sheets has largely been replaced by electrolytic
tinning lines processing continuous strip. Hot tinning of narrow strip has a
limited production. Electrolytic pickling in dilute sulphuric acid is usual
after electrolytic alkaline degreasing. In sheet tinning, the work passes down-
wards through a layer of molten zinc chloride flux into the molten tin at



300-32O0C. On emerging, the sheets pass through pressure rolls in palm oil
at 24O0C to remove tin.

A hot-dipped tin coating on steel has a layer of FeSn2 at the interface bet-
ween the tin and the steel. This alloy grows very slowly in comparison with
the more complex alloy layers formed in galvanising and in aluminising. It
usually comprises 10-20% of the total coating thickness.

Tin-lead coatings containing 2% or more of tin may be applied by hot-
dipping to steel, copper and copper alloys. Steel sheets are commonly coated
with alloys containing 7%, 10% or 25% tin; these are called terne plate with
the name tin-terne sometimes applied to the higher tin content coating. The
initial cleaning in the British Steel plant at Cookley is in a ferric chloride/
hydrogen peroxide/hydrochloric acid solution, which etches the surface and
nickel electroplating precedes terne coating, which is used for safety-critical
products such as car fuel tanks. Alternatively, the tin content may only be
2% and such coatings are described either as terne or as lead coatings. Anti-
mony up to about 5% is an alternative to tin in hot-dipped lead baths. The
coating process is essentially similar to tinning. However, it is necessary to
choose the bath temperature to suit the freezing range of the particular alloy
in use.

Copper

Degreasing by cathodic treatment in a hot alkaline solution is desirable when
the copper contains inclusions of cuprous oxide. Pickling may be carried out
in either cold 50% hydrochloric acid or 20% v/v nitric acid, or in hot (7O0C)
6% v/v sulphuric acid containing 1.5% w/w sodium dichromate.

An aqueous solution of zinc chloride, acidified with hydrochloric acid,
may be used as a flux. A light flux cover is used on the tinning bath and this
is normally produced and maintained by the carry-in of flux solution on the
work. The bath temperature should be 250-26O0C. Bright annealed copper
wire may be fluxed in stannous chloride and tinned at 30O0C; excess tin is
wiped off by pulling the emerging wire between lightly clamped rubber
blocks.

Alloy formation is faster on copper than on steel and tends to be more
irregular. With coating thicknesses of 1 pm or less, the thickness of the alloy
layer may amount to half that of the complete coating. It consists of a thin
layer of Cu3Sn adjacent to the copper and a thicker layer of Cu6Sn5 adja-
cent to the tin.

The process of flow-brightening of tin coatings also requires mention.
Matt electrodeposited coatings may be brightened by momentary fusion.
This process of flow-brightening or flow-melting is achieved with most of the
electrolytic tinplate production by conductive or inductive heating. For
manufactured articles, it is usually carried out by immersion in a suitable hot
oil or vapour or by infra-red treatment. The flow-melted electrodeposited
coatings develop an alloy layer, which is somewhat thinner than that
obtained in hot dipping, but increases in thickness with time.



Hot-dip Aluminising

Although hot-dip aluminising of sheet might appear to resemble hot-dip
galvanising very closely, there are several important differences which com-
bine to make the process more difficult to operate. The main difficulties
are:

1. The melting point of aluminium (66O0C). The operating temperature
usually reaches 750-85O0C in pretreatment and 70O0C in the bath, caus-
ing a loss in tensile properties of cold-drawn wire. On the other hand,
if cold-worked material which is to be subsequently annealed is used in
this process the annealing and coating operations may be combined,
with obvious economic advantage.

2. Very rapid reaction occurs between molten aluminium and iron. This
leads to rapid alloying and increased dross formation. A ceramic-lined
container is desirable.

3. Fluxing is much more difficult with aluminium than with tin and zinc.
4. The oxide layer on molten aluminium, though thin, is most tenacious.

Any article leaving the bath is liable to be contaminated with streaks of
this oxide or with globules of metal entangled in the oxide film.

The main process use is in the continuous aluminising of steel strip. The
cleaning section usually uses reducing gases to convert iron compounds on
the strip surface to metallic iron. In many modern lines, as for zinc, the
reducing furnace is preceded by a non-oxidising open-flame furnace which
heats the strip rapidly to a temperature close to that of the reducing furnace.
The slightly reducing atmosphere achieved by controlling combustion condi-
tions allied to the swirling flow of the combustion product gases in contact
with the strip combine to produce some cleaning before the reducing furnace
is reached. The latter operates with a strongly reducing atmosphere of, for
example, cracked ammonia. The heating in this furnace is usually achieved
with radiant tubes which maintain the furnace at 750-85O0C.

After gaseous cleaning, the strip cools slightly as it passes through a nar-
row box section, whose end is sealed by the molten aluminium of the
aluminising bath, into the dipping section.

The bath is normally at a temperature in the range 620-71O0C, depending
on whether the coating material is an aluminium-silicon alloy (for use in
high-temperature conditions) or pure aluminium (for corrosion prevention).
It is heated by inductors, by resistance heaters or by an external flame. The
pot will usually be refractory lined unless cast-iron pots are needed to ensure
adequate heat transfer from an external flame. As molten aluminium is
extremely aggressive towards ferrous metals, replacement of cast-iron pots
is fairly frequent. Refractory-lined pots obviously do not have this draw-
back, although the bath hardware, in particular the sinker roll and support
mechanism, will still be attacked and need replacement at intervals.

Subsequent treatment such as air-knives and chromating are similar to
galvanising lines.

Fabricated articles are less commonly hot-dip aluminised now than in the
past. Coatings are applied after cleaning the work, e.g. pickling in hydro-
chloric acid in the case of steel and then preheating. The work is then
immersed in a molten salt bath, a flux or reducing atmosphere, prior to



immersion in the bath of molten aluminium. Alloying occurs between iron
and aluminium at the interface.

Two commercial grades of aluminised steel sheet are produced. Type 1
aluminised steel is coated with an aluminium-silicon alloy containing
typically 5-11 % silicon, whereas the type 2 grade is coated with a heavier
layer of 'pure* aluminium, although heavier aluminium-silicon coatings are
sometimes referred to as 'type 2'. A disadvantage of silicon-containing
aluminium coatings is that they darken when subjected to atmospheric cor-
rosion. Beryllium produces the same results as silicon and is much more
effective, under 0.1% being sufficient to halve the alloy thickness, but its
toxicity and greater cost have hindered its commercial use. Although the
influence of numerous other elements has been investigated, nothing has
been found to equal the results obtained with beryllium and silicon.

With the type 1 grade of aluminised steel the total coating thickness,
including the alloy layer, lies in the range 14-25 pm (80-150g/m2 including
both sides), whereas the coating thickness on the type 2 grade is normally in
excess of 40 /mi (230 g/m2 including both sides). In both cases, about 2-4%
of iron is present in the coating alloy. This is iron dissolved from the strip
and the coating bath hardware. An alloy layer containing intermetallic com-
pounds can be seen between the coating layer and the steel substrate in both
grades. This layer is thicker in the type 2 grade in which it mainly comprises
Fe2Al5. As intermetallic compounds are generally very brittle, it is desirable
to keep the alloy layer fairly thin. The addition of silicon achieves this aim,
producing a slightly different alloy layer morphology and structure. In this
case, a mixture of FeAl3 and Fe2SiAl8 forms. The alloy layer in both grades
thickens with time and temperature at a rate which is generally parabolic, but
there is a slower rate of thickening of the alloy layer in the type 1 grade, pro-
bably attributable to a combination of a larger dissolution rate and a slower
solid state growth rate.

'Post-annealing', which involves an overaging heat treatment carried out
for about an hour in the temperature range 400-50O0C can be used to
increase material ductility slightly. A coating which has a total thickness of
25 /mi, in which the alloy layer occupies about 25% of the total, has satisfac-
tory bending properties. Excessive deformation during forming can lead to
cracking of the alloy layer and even de-lamination of the coating. The
thicker alloy layer on the type 2 grade tends to crack more readily than that
on type 1. Thus, particular care should be taken in specifying bend radii
when aluminised steel is to be used for a pressing, particularly in the case of
the type 2 grade.

Aluminised steel has far better heat resistance than galvanised steel, main-
taining a bright metallic surface on exposure to temperatures up to approx-
imately 50O0C for long periods of time. Higher temperatures will eventually
lead to the conversion of any free aluminium at the surface to iron-alumi-
nium compounds and solid solutions of aluminium in iron. Exposure at
temperatures up to 70O0C is possible without promoting catastrophic
breakdown of the steel substrate. In addition, aluminised steel does not
suffer from the intergranular embrittlement problems arising from inter-
granular diffusion of zinc reported for galvanised steel at high temperatures.
Galvalume, a strip product coated with an alloy containing 55% Al,
43-5% Zn and 1.5% Si, has also been reported to suffer from intergranular



embrittlement at temperatures close to 50O0C, although this can be pre-
vented by increasing the phosphorus content of the substrate steel above
0.04%. Aluminised steels with even better high temperature properties have
also been produced. Their claimed elevated temperature resistance improve-
ment is said to be due to the presence in solution in the steel substrate of
elements which promote higher elevated temperature strength and control
the tendency of the standard aluminised coating to spall off under severe
conditions.

F. PORTER
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